It is shown that every stratifiable space is the image of an A/,-space under a perfect retraction.
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Abstract.
It is shown that every stratifiable space is the image of an A/,-space under a perfect retraction.
In 1961, J. Ceder introduced three classes of generalized metric spaces that he called Af,-spaces, i = 1, 2, 3. Ceder showed that every Af,-space is an A/2-space and every M2-space is an Af3-space, and he asked whether the converse results also hold [3] . C. Borges renamed A/3-spaces "stratifiable spaces" and proved several important results concerning these spaces in [1] . One half of Ceder's question was answered by G. Gruenhage and the second author of this paper, who showed, independently, that every stratifiable space is an A/2-space ( [4] and [6] ); the other half of the question has so far remained unanswered (for some partial answers, see [8] and [5] ).
While the precise relationship between stratifiable spaces and Mx -spaces is yet to be determined, the following result sheds some light on that relationship.
Theorem. Every stratifiable space is the image of an Mx-space under a perfect retraction.
Proof. Let Ibea stratifiable space. We assume that AT is a F,-space; it is easy to modify the following proof so that it works also for non-Tx -spaces (note that stratifiable spaces are regular and hence "essentially T").
Denote by S the subspace (0} u {l/n\ « G A) of the real line, and denote by Z the space whose ground-set is the product-set X X S and whose topology is obtained by enlarging the product topology so as to make every point of the set X X {1/«| n e N} isolated.
It is not difficult to see that Z is an M,-space and that the projection X X S -* A' is a retraction from Z onto X; however, to obtain a perfect retraction, we must construct a suitable subspace of Z. Since X is an A/2-space, there exists a family "¿F = U"EA°' closed subsets of X such that every point of X has a neighborhood base consisting of members of ?F and, for every n G N, the family ^sn is closure-preserving. We may assume I £ f,.It follows from Theorems 3.14 and 4.8 of [6] that, for every n E N, there exists a family %" = U teA^,,,* of subsets of X such that, for each k e N, the family %n k is discrete, and, for each x G X, there exists K G %n such that xGÄTcn{FGU nm_,fm|jc G F}. For each K G U n=Af%i> let xk be an element of K. For every n G N, let 9C" = U {9Cm,*|»i < n and k < n}, and let An = {xA-|Ä' G 3C"}; note that %" is locally finite and, consequently, An is discrete and closed. Let Y be the subspace (X X (0)) u U "eN^n x O/71}) or 2. We show that Y is an A/rspace. For all F G ^ and k G N, let Since <Sn is closure-preserving in X, the set G is a neighborhood of x in A", and hence the set G' = Y n (G X 51) is a neighborhood of (x, 0) in y. Since (x, 0) G Cly U ©, there exists 5 G «& such that fin G' ^= 0. Let F G Wu and A: G JV be such that B = Fk. We have Ft n G' ¥= 0 and consequently, F n G ¥= 0, that is x G F. From the preceding part of the proof it follows that (x, 0) G Clr Fk; in other words, that y G Cly B. We have shown that the families "&" are closurepreserving in Y. Clearly, the family % = {{y}\y G Y(X X {l//i| n G N))} is a-closure-preserving in Y. It is easily seen that the family U T-o®* *s a Dase f°r me topology of 7. Since A' is a regular space, so is Y. Consequently, Y is an Af,-space. To complete the proof, denote by / the restriction of the projection map X X S -» X to y. It is easily seen that / is a continuous mapping from Y onto X and that for each x G A", the set /~'{x} is compact in Y. We show that the mapping / is closed. Let C be a closed subset of Y, and let x G X -/(C). Then C n f~x{x) = 0 and hence (x, 0) £ C. Consequently, there exists a neighborhood C/ of x in X and mSJV such that [U X ({0} u {1/«| « > w))] n C = 0. For each n < m, since (x, 1/n) G C and since An h a closed and discrete subspace of X, the set Vn = X-{a G An\(a, \/n) G C} is a neighborhood of x in X. It is easily seen that the neighborhood U n U n<mV" of x is disjoint from the set/(C). We have shown that the mapping/is closed; hence/is a perfect mapping. Setting g(x) = (*> 0) for each x G X, we obtain a homeomorphism between X and the subspace X' = X X {0} of y. That / is a retraction follows by observing that the restriction of the mapping g ° f to X' is the identity map on X'.
Since stratifiability is a hereditary property [3] and since the continuous image of a stratifiable space under a closed mapping is stratifiable [1] , it follows from the above theorem that the problem, whether every stratifiable space is an M,-space, is equivalent with some problems concerning the preservation of the Af[-property in topological operations.
Corollary.
The following statements are mutually equivalent. (i) Every stratifiable space is an Mx-space.
(ii) For every Mx-space, every closed subspace of the space is an Mx-space. (iii) For every Mx-space, all the images of the space under perfect mappings are Mx-spaces.
